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Sand Motor

• NatureCoast and NEMO

• 15 PhDs and 6 postdocs

• Physical system
• Dune development
• Marine ecology
• Terrestrial ecology
• Hydrology and 

geochemistry
• Governance

• Stakeholder involvement
• Integration
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Sand Motor

• Shape evolution

• Sandbars

• Lagoon
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Sand Motor: some findings

• Morphological behaviour broadly as expected

• Dune and nature development take time

• Recreation and nature: do they go together?

 Beach cleaning versus vegetation development and macroinvertebrates
 Geochemistry versus ecology



Sand Motor: new/future projects

• C-SCAPE: Sandy strategies for long-term sustainable 
coastal evolution – TU Delft and co-workers

• ReAShore: Sandy strategies and spatial quality – Univ. of 
Twente and co-workers

• ICON-NL: Dutch coastal research facility (data and 
models) – Everyone working on coastal issues



Hondsbossche Duinen

Recreation

Safety

Nature

• 2015: 30 Mm3

• 50 years
• Mega-nourishment, not a Sand Motor



Hondsbossche Duinen



Prins Hendrik Zanddijk



Prins Hendrik Zanddijk - challenges

• Sandy solution in mixed wave-current environment. Will it work?

• Mixed wave-current environment: modelling?

• Different grain sizes: from mud to coarse sand

• Aeolian transport: necessity or nuisance?

• Safety assessment: sandy upgrade and retrofit for climate change adaptation

• EURECCA project: under review



SEAWAD: the next Sand Motor?



Lessons learned (in 

progress):

1. Importance of waves

2. Basin-delta sediment 

exchange

3. Changes:

• Basin reduction

• Sea-level rise

• Nourishments



Building for Nature

Sandy dunes are under threat:

1. Nitrogen deposition

2. Foredune = sand dike

3. Decline in rabbits

 Decline in biodiversity (“verruiging”)

 Reduction in long-term coastal safety



Building for Nature

Dynamic dune management:

1. Gaps (notches) in the foredune

2. Vegetation removal elsewhere

3. Grazing

 Renewed aeolian dynamics

 Near-field: pioneer species

 Far-field: dusting

 Biodiversity and geodiversity for 

improved coastal resilience
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Noordwest Natuurkern

• Five notches

 100-200 m long

 50-100 m wide

 Floor: 6 to 9 m above sea level

• Corridors for wind, sand, salt, …, but not for sea water











Budget study

• Deposition landward of notches = 

erosion in notches + sand blown from 

the beach in ‘old’ situation

• Notches are highly efficient corridors

• Contribution to long-term resilience: 

from sand on the beach to sand in the 

dunes

• Increased landscape diversity. But 

does this improve biodiversity?



It works! But why?

• Interaction between physical and 

biological processes

• Generic bio-geomorphological model 

for fundamental and applied studies

• Practical guidelines: Where? How big? 

What shape? How many? Orientation?



Dynamic dune management: where?

• Wide dunes: accommodation space

• Dynamics is not a nuisance (e.g., 

beach towns, infrastructure)

• Support from local community

• Combination with nourishments (e.g., 

Sand motor with foredune notches)?



Resilience

• A broad view on “coast” (CREST!)

• Not to be confused with resistance: dynamics matters too

• Not only physical: geo- and biodiverse landscapes

• From morphodynamic to geo-bio-socio models

• Keep on measuring!


